A&H Ambassador
Out of Country Accident & Emergency Sickness Identification Card

Please carry your ID card at all times and present it to your medical provider.

POLICYHOLDER: University of Massachusetts

POLICY NUMBER: CTP 9126798 Assist 5488

Travel Assist

TRAVEL ASSIST
- 1-877-544-6971 — Toll Free
1-713-260-9382 — Collect

Medical Provider: Benefits apply when a covered person of the above named Policyholder is traveling outside their country of permanent residence. Coverage is subject to verification of eligibility, definitions, exclusions, and other terms and conditions of the above mentioned policy. This card does not guarantee payment. Insurance underwritten by National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., with its principal place of business in New York, NY.

Please contact the office below for:
- Repatriation of Remains
- Benefit plan information and payments
- Customer service

TRAVEL ASSIST
- 1-877-544-6971 — Toll Free
1-713-260-9382 — Collect

Nail Claims to
A&H Ambassador
6416 Sawtooth Drive, #200
Houston, TX 77039 USA

AIG/TransCare/CareSolutions@aigholdings.com

+1 713-260-9382 — Collect

Requisite to international operation and travel, further place a call to Houston, TX at +1 713-260-9382

AIG/TransCare/CareSolutions@aigholdings.com